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A few benefits to playing Outdoors
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Playing outdoors is a form of exercise that promotes well-being and wholesome
physical development. Children are naturally drawn to active play outdoors: it
allows them to explore their environment, develop muscle strength and coordination,
and gain self-confidence. Playing actively outdoors also increases flexibility, fine
and gross motor skills and is related to the development of a wide variety of physical
skills, including those involved in sports. Evidence states, when children are outside
they move more, sit less and play longer.
Homemade Bubble Recipe
Ingredients:
4 C warm water
1/2 C sugar
1/2 C dawn dish soap
Step 1
Wisk warm water and sugar until sugar dissolves
Step 2
Whisk in the soap
Step 3
Let sit for a couple of hours for optimal bubbles
( not essential)
Step 4
Have Fun with your new easy bubbles!!
So, take the children outside
to play. It's a wonderful way to spend the day!

Family Friendly Outdoor Activities
• Camping
• Picnics
• Nature Hikes
• Campfires
• Gardening
• Outdoor games– baseball, hop scotch, soccer, beach volleyball to name a
few
• Tobogganing
• Skiing
• Fishing
• Backyard movie nights

What is required for
Playing Outdoors?
What is great about playing outside is
you can use as many or as little items as
you like, all you need is a child with an
imagination to guide their way.
Depending on weather they may not
even need shoes or a coat.
The outdoors can provide all the
physical items needed for exploring;
with little prompts from peers the
children can imagine themselves in a
far off land with knights and dragons
or pretend they are serving up ice
cream at the local ice cream shop. The
possibilities are endless.

Fun and Simple Outdoor Play Ideas
• Nature treasures scavenger hunt
• Bug hunts
• Dirt digging/mud pies
• Tree climbing/fort building
• Skipping rope
• Puddle jumping
• Water balloon toss
• Flower picking
• Cloud gazing
• Water painting
• Sidewalk chalk
• Bubble blowing
• Water tables
• Sand box fun

